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Abstract
Intracranial solitary fibrous tumors/hemangiopericytomas (SFT/HPCs) are vascular tumors that have a high rate of local
recurrence and extracranial metastases. Intradural extramedullary spinal dissemination of intracranial SFT/HPC is extremely
rare. There is a paucity of data available to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of intraspinal dissemination of intracranial
SFT/HPC. Herein, we presented a case of intracranial SFT/HPC with intraspinal metastasis. The resected tumor specimens
were enrolled in a clinical sequencing program, including whole-exome and transcriptome sequencing. By comparing
genomic sequencing data of the intracranial tumors with intraspinal metastasis, we established the somatic mutational
profiles of these tumors. Clonality analysis revealed a distinct subclonal structure in the intracranial tumor and its intraspinal
metastasis, which might reflect the possibility of intratumoral clonal selection and evolution during the process of tumor
dissemination. Through bioinformatics analysis and Sanger sequencing validation, a DSTYK mutation (Met296Ile) was
identified as a candidate driver of intraspinal metastasis in this SFT/HPC case. Further, an intracranial tumor-derived SFT/
HPC cell line, HPC3, was established to explore the mechanisms of the DSTYK mutation in promoting SFT/HPC
metastasis. Based on the HPC3 cell model, we found that the DSTYK mutation promoted cell migration and invasion of
HPC3 cells via activation of ERK1/2 signaling, which was inhibited by the MEK/ERK inhibitor AZD6244. The DSTYK
mutation was also shown to upregulate the expression of two metastasis-related molecules: MMP2 and MMP9 in HPC3
cells; however, this effect was attenuated by AZD6244 treatment. Therefore, the DSTYK mutation may activate ERK1/2/
MMP2/9 signaling to promote tumor cell metastasis in SFT/HPC. In conclusion, our study revealed the potential role of
DSTYK mutation in the regulation of intraspinal metastasis of SFT/HPC, which might provide new biological insights into
this rare disease.

Introduction

Solitary fibrous tumors/hemangiopericytomas (SFTs/HPCs)
are relatively rare neoplasms, accounting for 0.5–1% of all
tumors of the central nervous system (CNS) [1]. Patholo-
gically, SFT/HPCs are essentially fibrosarcomas derived
from the pericytes in the walls of dural capillaries [2]. In
2007, the World Health Organization (WHO) designated
HPCs as meningeal tumors of mesenchymal origin most
frequently classified as grade II with more aggressive var-
iants receiving a grade III classification (anaplastic HPC)
[2]. More recently, HPCs have been characterized by the
NAB2-STAT6 fusion gene, leading to nuclear STAT6
expression, and they are now considered part of one SFT/
HPC tumor entity by the 2016 WHO classification of
tumors of the CNS [3].
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While SFTs/HPCs present with imaging characteristics
similar to meningiomas, they have a significantly different
clinical course with 5-year recurrence rates ranging
between 20 and 70% [4]. The main treatments for SFTs/
HPCs are surgical resection and radiotherapy. Despite the
combination of surgery and adjuvant radiotherapy, the
control rates have been disappointing. Nevertheless,
SFTs/HPCs present a unique challenge for neurosurgical
management due to their notorious ability to metastasize
to extracranial locations [4, 5]. The bone, liver, lung,
and abdominal cavity are the most commonly reported
sites of distant metastasis [4, 5]. However, there are rare
reports of metastasis to the spine from the intracranial
SFTs/HPCs [6].

In this study, we presented a SFT/HPC case with
intracranial lesions and intradural extramedullary spinal
metastasis, which was managed successfully by serial
neurosurgical resection. The resected specimens were
enrolled in a clinical sequencing program, which included
whole-exome and transcriptome sequencing. We identi-
fied a DSTYK (dual serine/threonine and tyrosine protein
kinase) gene mutation as a potential driver promoting
tumor cell metastasis in this case of SFT/HPC.

Material and methods

Reagents

Primary antibodies were purchased from the following
sources: DSTYK, MMP2, MMP9, and β-actin (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA, USA); p-ERK1/2 and ERK1/2
(Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA, USA). Lenti-
viral plasmids expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)
or DSTYK wild-type (WT) or M296I mutant ORFs
were constructed by Genecopoeia (Rockville, MD, USA).
The lentiviral packaging and transduction procedure
were described previously [7]. MEK/ERK inhibitor
AZD6244 was provided by Selleckchem (Houston,
TX, USA).

Tissue handling

This study was approved by the Research Ethics
Committee of Xiangya Hospital Central South University
(Rev No. 2017121022) with written informed consent.
Tissue samples were fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered
formalin and embedded in paraffin blocks for histological
examination and immunohistochemistry. Patient blood
samples and fresh tumor tissue specimens from the
intracranial (IC) and the intraspinal (IS) lesions were used
for the extraction of DNA and RNA and for in vitro
culturing.

Whole-exome sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from tumor specimens using
QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany). Libraries were
constructed using KAPA Hyper Prep Kits (KAPA Biosys-
tems, Wilmington, MA, USA) and captured using Sur-
eSelect Human All Exon V5 (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). High-throughput sequencing was performed on an
Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform. Sequencing reads were
mapped to the human reference genome (hg19) using the
Burrows–Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [8]. Duplicate removal,
local realignment, and base quality recalibration were per-
formed using PICARD (http://broadinstitute.github.io/pica
rd/) and the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [9]. Somatic
single-nucleotide variations (SNVs) were called using
Mutect [10], and small indels were called using strelka [11].
In addition to the build-in filters, the following filtering
criteria were applied: (i) total read count in tumor DNA ≥
15; (ii) presence of variant on both strands; (iii) variant
allele frequency in tumor DNA ≥ 10%; (iv) variant allele
frequency in germline DNA= 0; and (v) removal of var-
iants in positions listed in the dbSNP129 database [12].
Each variant was confirmed using Integrative Genomics
Viewer (IGV). We also assessed whether the somatic var-
iant was previously reported in COSMIC v87 (released 13-
NOV-18). Gene-level copy ratios were calculated using a
CNVKit [13]. Using a CNVKit algorithm, relative copy
ratios for each exon were calculated by correcting for
imbalanced library size, GC bias, sequence repeats, and
target density.

Pathogenicity prediction of the variants

The unique variants enriched in the IS tumor with an allele
frequency ≥ 0.2 were subjected to pathogenicity prediction
analysis using Functional Analysis through Hidden Markov
Models (FATHMM v2.3, http://fathmm.biocompute.org.uk/
cancer.html), a high-throughput web server capable of
predicting the functional consequences of both coding
variants (i.e., non-synonymous single nucleotide variants
(nsSNVs) and non-coding variants) [14]. Predictions with
scores less than a default threshold of −0.75 indicated that
the variants were potentially cancer-promoting mutations.

RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)

RNA-seq transcriptome analysis was conducted to identify
gene fusions in the IC tumor. The mRNA libraries were
constructed using Next Ultra II Directional RNA Library
Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA), according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. High-throughput sequencing
was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 platform.
Sequencing reads were mapped to a human reference
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genome (GRCh38) using the Hisat2-2.0.5 [15]. Expression
levels of each protein-coding gene were calculated using
Stringtie-1.3.1c [16]. Gene fusions were identified by the
JAFFA program [17]. The NAB2-STAT6 gene fusion in the
IC tumor was confirmed using Sanger sequencing, as
described previously [18].

Sanger sequencing

To validate variants by Sanger sequencing, genomic regions
containing the mutations of interest were amplified by PCR
(10 ng of genomic DNA, 1 × Taq PCR Master Mix (Qia-
gen), and 200 nM of each primer in a final reaction volume
of 20 μl). The cycling conditions comprised 2 min at 94 °C
followed by 30 cycles of 94 °C for 10 s, 56 °C for 20 s, and
68 °C for 30 s. Primer sequences for DSTYK were as fol-
lows: forward 5′ TCAGGAAATCCGAAAGTA 3′ and
reverse 5′ CTCAGATAGCCCAGGTCA 3′. PCR products
were purified using High Pure PCR Product Purification Kit
(Qiagen). Sequencing analyses were carried out on the ABI
3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Austin,
TX, USA).

Real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted from the IC and IS tumor speci-
mens using a RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. First-strand cDNA synthesis
was performed using 2 μg of total RNA with oligodT pri-
mers and Superscript III, followed by RNase H digestion
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), as previously described
[19]. Real-time PCR reactions were performed in an
Eppendorf Mastercycler (Eppendorf, Germany). Reactions
(20 μl) contained 1 μl of template cDNA, SYBR Green
qPCR Master Mix (Qiagen), and 200 nM of each primer.
The cycling conditions comprised 2 min at 94 °C followed
by 30 cycles of 94 °C for 10 s, 56 °C for 20 s, and 68 °C for
30 s. Primer sequences for DSTYK were as follows: for-
ward 5′ TCAGGAAATCCGAAAGTA 3′ and reverse 5′
CTCAGATAGCCCAGGTCA 3′. PCR products were pur-
ified using High Pure PCR Product Purification Kit (Qia-
gen). Sequencing analyses were carried out on the ABI
3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).

Subclonal structure analysis

Subclonal structure analysis was conducted to dissect the
clonality of the IC and IS tumors. Copy number variations
were identified using Control-FREEC [20]. We used
ABSOLUTE to infer tumor purity and ploidy for each
whole-exome sequencing sample by integrating mutational
allele frequencies and copy number calls [20]. Pyclone was
used to analyze cellular prevalence (CP) of each mutation.

CP represents the proportion of tumor cells with the
mutation in tumor [21]. All of the mutations of the two
samples were grouped into several clusters by CP using
mclust package on R.

SFT/HPC cell line culture

The establishment of SFT/HPC cell line, HPC3, was con-
ducted as described previously [22]. Fresh IC tumor tissues
were minced and treated with Type IV collagenase (2 mg/
ml) in RPMI-1640 medium for 2 h at 37 °C under agitation.
The cell suspension was pelleted by centrifugation, washed
once with RPMI-1640 culture medium, plated in RPMI-
1640 culture medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and antibiotics (Penicillin and Streptomycin), and
cultured at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.
Rapid outgrowth of adherent, spindle-shaped cells was seen
within one week of primary culturing. The cultures were
passed twice weekly after detaching the cells with trypsin/
EDTA solution.

Cell proliferation assay

Cell proliferation was determined using a CCK-8 assay
(Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan) as described
previously [23]. Briefly, HPC3 cells were seeded at a con-
centration of 1 × 104 cells/200 μl/well into 96-well plates.
The cells were allowed to attach overnight. After different
time points, CCK-8 solution (10 μl) was added to the cul-
ture, and further incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. The optical
density (OD) (absorbance) was measured at 450 nm using a
Multiskan MK3 microplate reader (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Waltham, MA, USA)

Soft agar assay

Anchorage-independent growth of HPC3 cells was tested as
described previously [7]. The 2 ml culture medium with
0.5% agar was first plated into each well of a 6-cm culture
dish. After the agar solidified, each well received another 2
ml of 0.35% agar in culture medium containing 1 × 104

cells. After 2 weeks, colonies were fixed and stained with
0.1% crystal violet. The number of colonies was determined
microscopically by manually counting from triplicate wells
for each cell line.

Wound healing assay

Cell migration was evaluated using a wound healing assay
as described previously [24]. For the cell migration assay,
HPC3 cells (5 × 105) were grown in six-well plates for 48 h
until the cells were fully confluent. Nonadherent cells were
then washed away twice with PBS. A sterile 200-μl pipette
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tip was used to make a uniform scratch in the center of the
well. After 0 and 24 h, the distance between the sides of the
wound was measured.

Transwell invasion assay

Cell invasion assays were performed using a transwell
chamber with 8-μm pores (Corning, Corning, NY, USA), as
described previously [25]. Briefly, HPC3 cells were sus-
pended in DMEM medium at 5 × 105 cells/ml. Each trans-
well of a 24-well plate was pre-coated with 50 μl Matrigel
solution. RPMI 1640 medium (600 μl) containing 10% FBS
was added to each well (lower compartment), and 0.1 ml
(0.5 × 105 cells) of the cell suspension was added onto each
transwell insert (upper compartment). The plates were
incubated for 36 h at 37 °C. The cells that invaded the
bottom surface of the membrane were fixed by dehydrated
alcohol and stained by 0.2% crystal violet solution (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). After washing, the cells
were photographed with an Olympus BX43 microscope
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Then, the stained cells were
eluted with 20% glacial acetic acid and measured with a
Multiskan MK3 microplate reader (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) at 570 nm.

Western blot

Western blots were conducted as described previously [26].
Briefly, HPC3 cells were lysed and quantified using a
Bicinchoninic Acid Protein Assay Kit (Beyotime Bio-
technology, Shanghai, China). Protein lysates (15 μg) was
separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond-P
PVDF membranes. The membranes were blocked with 5%
non-fat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline buffer for 2 h at
room temperature and then incubated with diluted anti-
bodies overnight at 4 °C. The membranes were then incu-
bated with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary
antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) for 1 h at room
temperature. The signal was visualized using an enhanced
chemiluminescence detection reagent (Abcam, Cambridge,
MA, USA). β-actin served as the loading control.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry on tissue sections was performed as
described previously [26]. Briefly, the sections were
dewaxed in xylene, rehydrated with graded concentrations
of alcohol, and subjected to heat-induced epitope retrieval.
The sections were then incubated overnight at 4 °C with a
primary antibody or isotype IgG control, followed by
incubation with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat
secondary antibody (DAKO, Denmark) for 30 min at room
temperature. Immunochemical staining was visualized

through a reaction with 3,3-diaminobenzidine and hydrogen
peroxide chromogen substrate (DAKO, Denmark). Slides
were counterstained with hematoxylin and mounted with a
coverslip.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), specifi-
cally MMP2 and MMP9, were analyzed by ELISA. Cell
culture supernatant was centrifuged at 12,000×g for 15 min
at 4 °C. MMP2 and MMP9 ELISA kits (Sigma-Aldrich)
were used to measure the levels of MMP2 and MMP9
protein secretion by HPC3 cells, respectively, according to
the manufacturer’s instructions [19].

Statistical analysis

SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for
statistical analysis. Error bars throughout the figures indi-
cate standard deviation. The Student’s t-test was used to
compare means of two groups. One-way ANOVA was used
to compare means of three or more groups. P < 0.05 was
considered significant in all of the tests.

Results

Case presentation

A 53-year-old man suffered from a history of headaches in
the right frontotemporal region and gradual progression of
back pain. Neurological examination revealed bilateral
temporal hemianopia. Brain magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) showed a well-circumscribed, contrast-enhancing
lesion in the deep right frontal lobe 3 cm in maximum
diameter (Fig. 1a). Coexisting intradural extramedullary
spinal metastasis at the sacral S1-2 level was also revealed
by MRI (Fig. 1b). Although the intraspinal metastatic tumor
was tightly adhered to the cauda equina nerves, total tumor
removal was accomplished in February 2017 (Fig. 1b). The
IC tumor was also totally excised the same day following
spinal surgery (Fig. 1a). Because of the worsening state of
mind and body, the patient refused to receive adjuvant
radiotherapy. The IC tumor recurred 5 months after the
surgery, and the patient deceased 4 months later.

Necrotic and solid areas could be seen in the IC tumor
and IS metastasis. Histopathological finding revealed SFT/
HPC (WHO grade III), with numerous dilated, staghorn-
type vessels with increased cellularity of the tumor cells in
both the IC and IS tumors (Fig. 1c). Intertumoral hetero-
geneity in cellular/nuclei morphology was observed in the
IC and IS tumors (Fig. 1c). Mitotic figures were observed in
IC and IS tumors (approximately 6–8 mitoses per 10 high-
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power fields). Immunostaining for CD34 was positive in the
IC tumor cells and vascular endothelial cells, but not in the
IS tumor cells (Fig. 1d). Strong nuclear STAT6 positivity
(specific marker for SFT/HPC) was also revealed in both IC
and IS tumor cells (Fig. 1d). The proliferation index, as
measured by Ki-67, was similar in the IC and IS tumors
(approximately 10–15%, Fig. 1d). The specimens used for
genomic analysis had over 70% tumor cell content based on
morphologic analysis.

Whole-exome sequencing identified differential
somatic mutational profiles in the IC and IS tumors

Genomic DNA was isolated from the IC and IS tumors and
was subjected to whole exome sequencing. Whole exome

sequencing of the tumors and matched normal blood iden-
tified 33 and 28 somatic gene mutations in the IC and IS
tumors, respectively (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Table S1).
Similar to a previous study [18], no significant germline
aberrations or somatic point mutations were identified in
hotspot cancer-related genes, such as TP53, KRAS, BRAF,
BRCA1/2, or PIK3CA. The EGFR stop-gained mutation
(Trp905Ter) was seen in the IC tumor. There were a few
regions of substantial copy-number gain or loss (Tables S2).
A global landscape of somatic gene mutations was gener-
ated from the whole exome sequencing data (Fig. 2b). The
IC and IS tumors harbored shared gene mutations, and IC-
or IS-specific gene mutations were distributed across the
chromosomes (Fig. 2c). Consistent with previous findings,
our RNA-Seq analysis also identified the NAB2-STAT6

Fig. 1 a MRI of the head
illustrating the intracranial SFT/
HPC case 1-week prior to
surgery and 3 days post surgery.
The red triangle indicates the
intracranial lesions. b MRI of
the spine illustrating the
intraspinal SFT/HPC 1-week
prior to surgery and 3 days post
surgery. The red triangle
indicates the intraspinal lesions.
c Tumor histopathology of the
intracranial SFT/HPC and
intraspinal metastasis as shown
by H&E staining. d
Immunohistochemical staining
for CD34, STAT6, and Ki-67 in
the intracranial tumor and its
intraspinal metastasis. Bars: 50
μm
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gene fusion in the IC tumor (Fig. 2d, Table S3), which was
further confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 2e).

Clonality analysis revealed distinct subclonal
structure in the IC tumor and IS metastasis

To find the difference on the clonal structure between the IC
and IS tumors, we retrieved all of the mutations in the
coding regions and analyzed the subclonal composition for
both tumors. A cellular prevalence for each mutation was
inferred from the mutational frequency, the copy number at
the loci, and the tumor purity, which represented the frac-
tion of tumor cells carrying this mutation. Mutations were
clustered into four subclones (Fig. 3a, Table S4). The
diversity on the subclonal composition between the IC and
IS tumors were found, including one IC-specific subclone
(cluster 1) and one IS-specific subclone (cluster 4). In
contrast, the CP was relatively stable for those mutations in
the shared clusters (cluster 2 and 3, Fig. 3b, c). The high
cellular prevalence of IC tumor-specific and metastasis-
specific subclones might reflect the possibility of intratu-
moral clonal selection or evolution during the process of
tumor dissemination.

DSTYK mutation might be the candidate driver of IS
metastasis

Searching for the somatic mutations that drive the clonal
expansion of metastasis, we identified 11 genes with high
allele frequencies ( ≥ 0.2) of functional mutations in the IS
tumor (DSTYK, FAM53B, IL12RB1, KLK11, UNC93A,
ABCC8, BIRC6, COL6A3, KRT9, PKDREJ, and SPA-
TA31C2). Based on FATHMM analysis, the DSTYK gene
mutation (888 G→A; 296Met→ Ile, M296I) was predicted
to be potentially related to cancer (Fig. 4a). Moreover,
DSTYK (M296I) could be a novel mutation, which has not
been recorded in the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in
Cancer (COSMIC) database. The DSTYK (M296I) muta-
tion was located in the N-terminal noncatalytic region of
NCR1, but not in the NCR2 or protein kinase (PK) domain
(Fig. 4b). Sanger sequencing was performed to confirm the
DSTYK driver mutation identified by whole exome
sequencing analysis. As shown in Fig. 4c, the analyses
revealed two types of chromosomes in the IC and IS tumors
and matched blood—one carrying the DSTYK WT (IC
tumor and blood) and the other one carrying both the
DSTYK (M296I) mutant and DSTYK WT alleles (IS

Fig. 2 a The number and type of
somatic mutations identified by
whole exome sequencing in the
IC and IS tumors. b Circos map
showing the distribution of
somatic mutations across
chromosomes in the IC and IS
tumors. c Comparison of
somatic mutations identified in
the IC and IS tumors. d RNA-
Seq identified the NAB2-STAT6
gene fusion in the IC tumor. e
Sanger sequencing showing the
fusion junction of the NAB2-
STAT6 gene
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tumor). Real-time PCR was also conducted to further con-
firm the expression of DSTYK in IC and IS tumors. As
shown in Fig. 4d, DSTYK exhibited similar gene expres-
sion in the IC and IS tumor. Consistent with genomic DNA
sequencing analysis, the DSTYK (M296I) mutant allele was
only observed in mRNA from the IS tumor (Fig. 4e).
Interestingly, the DSTYK mutant allele in the IS tumor
exhibited a higher allele fraction in mRNA than that in
genomic DNA.

Establishment of the HPC3 cell line from the IC
tumor

We managed to establish an SFT/HPC cell line, called
HPC3, from the IC lesion. After plating, spindle-shaped
HPC3 cells grew as adherent monolayers (Fig. 5a).
Similar to the IC tumor, the immunofluorescence staining
of HPC3 cells cultivated on coverslips revealed CD34
expression and nuclear positivity for STAT6 (Fig. 5b).
HPC3 cells exhibited anchorage-independent spheroid
growth in soft agar (Fig. 5c). The growth curve of dif-
ferent passages of HPC3 cells (P2, P4, and P8) revealed
similar proliferation patterns (Fig. 5d). The mutational
profiles of the IC tumor and HPC3 cells were similar with
no presence of the DSTYK (M296I) mutation in genomic
DNA (Fig. 5e). To confirm the derivation of the HPC3
cell line from the IC tumor, we performed microsatellite
short tandem repeat (STR) analysis of 16 microsatellite
loci. They showed identical results in the IC tumor and
HPC3 cell line, suggesting that the HPC3 cell line origi-
nated from the IC tumor (Table S4).

DSTYK mutation promotes cell migration and
invasion in HPC3 cells

We further investigated the involvement of the DSTYK
mutation in maintaining malignant features of metastatic
tumor cells, especially in terms of their roles in cell pro-
liferation and mobility. HPC3 cells constitutively expres-
sing the GFP control or DSTYK WT or M296I mutant were
constructed based on a lentiviral expression system
(Fig. 6a). We next examined the effect of the expression of
the DSTYK mutation on the cell growth of HPC3 cells by
CCK-8 assay, and the results showed that the DSTYK
mutant transduced-HPC3 cells did not grow faster than
those transduced with GFP or the DSTYK WT (P > 0.05;
Fig. 6b). The metastatic process involves cell scattering,
motility, extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation, migration,
and invasion through the basement membranes [27]. To
examine the effect of the DSTYK mutation on tumor cell
migration in vitro, we performed a wound healing assay. A
significantly higher migration speed was observed in the
cells expressing the DSTYK mutant allele as compared to
the HPC3 control, GFP control, and DSTYKWT cells (one-
way ANOVA, P < 0.05, Fig. 6c). A transwell invasion assay
was also performed in order to examine the effects of the
DSTYK mutation on cell invasion. As shown in Fig. 6d,
constitutive expression of the DSTYK mutation promoted
the invasion of HPC3 cells, as compared with HPC3 con-
trol, GFP control, and DSTYKWT (one-way ANOVA, P <
0.05). These results illustrated that the DSTYK mutation
might be an important regulator of cell migration and
invasion in HPC3 cells.

Fig. 3 a Subclonal structure of
relapsed and metastatic tumors.
Mutations were clustered into
four groups based on the cellular
prevalence of the mutations. The
size of the oval represents the
average cellular prevalence of
the cluster. The numbers of
mutations in each cluster are
labeled below. b Cellular
prevalence distribution of
mutations in the relapsed and
metastatic tumors. c Dynamics
of mutations between relapsed
and metastatic tumors. The
relationship between mutations
in the relapsed and metastatic
tumors is indicated by the lines
linking them
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DSTYK mutation activates ERK1/2 signaling in HPC3
cells

DSTYK acts as a positive regulator of ERK phosphoryla-
tion in human embryonic kidney cells [28]. Our preliminary
findings led to our hypothesis that the influence of the
DSTYK mutation on cell migration and invasion might
result from its potential function in activating ERK1/2 sig-
naling in HPC3 cells. The protein level of phosphorylated
ERK1/2 (pT202/pY204) was indeed higher in the IS tumor
than that in the IC tumor (Fig. 7a). Constitutive expression
of the DSTYK WT or mutant greatly increased p-ERK1/2
levels compared to the GFP control, with more ERK1/2
activation observed in the mutant group than in the WT
group (Fig. 7b). AZD6244 is a potent and selective MEK/
ERK inhibitor that is highly active in both in vitro and
in vivo tumor models [29]. Treatment with AZD6244
markedly reduced p-ERK1/2 levels in HPC3 cells expres-
sing the DSTYK WT or M296I mutant (Fig. 7c). A greater
inhibition of migration following AZD6244 treatment was
observed in the mutant group than in the GFP control or
WT group (P < 0.05, Fig. 7d). As shown in Fig. 7e, the
transwell invasion of HPC3 cells expressing the DSTYK

mutation was markedly attenuated following AZD6244
treatment (P < 0.05, Fig. 7f).

DSTYK mutation enhances MMP2/9 expression via
ERK1/2 signaling

The gelatinase subgroup of MMPs consists of two highly
homologous members, MMP2 and MMP9. These enzymes
have been shown to be frequently overexpressed in carci-
nomas, and there is considerable evidence pointing to the
involvement of these enzymes in malignant progression of
tumors and invasion and metastasis [30, 31]. Higher
expression of MMP2/9 was actually observed in the IS
tumor than that in IC tumor (Fig. 8a). Further, HPC3 cells
expressing the DSTYK mutation exhibited higher MMP2/9
expression than those expressing the GFP control or
DSTYK WT (Fig. 8b). Consistent with these western blot
results, ELISA analysis on culture supernatants showed that
HPC3 cells expressing the DSTYK mutation released more
MMP2/9 into the culture supernatant than those expressing
the GFP control or WT (Fig. 8c). In order to confirm, the
hypothesis that the DSTYK mutation might enhance
MMP2/9 expression via ERK1/2 signaling, we treated the

Fig. 4 a FATHMM prediction
on the potential pathogenicity of
nonsynonymous somatic
mutations. b The M296I
mutation is located in the NCR1
domain of DSTYK gene. c
Validation of the DSTYK
M296I mutation with Sanger
sequencing on genomic DNA
isolated from the IC tumor, IS
tumor, and matched blood. d
Real-time PCR analysis of
DSTYK mRNA expression in
the IC and IS tumors. e
Validation of the DSTYK
M296I mutant with Sanger
sequencing on mRNA isolated
from IC or IS tumors
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HPC3 cells with AZD6244. As shown in Fig. 8d, AZD6244
treatment greatly reduced MMP2/9 protein levels in HPC3
cells expressing the DSTYK WT or mutant. Consistently,
MMP2/9 levels in the culture supernatants from the
DSTYK WT and mutant group decreased following expo-
sure to AZD6244. A considerable reduction in the secretion
of MMP2/9 in the mutant group after AZD6244 treatment
was observed compared to the GFP control or WT group
(Fig. 8e).

Discussion

The extracranial metastatic tendency for IC SFT/HPC has
been well documented, with rates ranging from 20 to 55%
[3–5]. The common sites for metastasis include the lung,
bone, and liver. Although there have been some reports of
IC SFT/HPC cases with spinal metastasis, intradural
extramedullary spinal metastasis of IC HPC rarely occurs in
clinical practice [6]. Possible routes of IS metastasis could
be explained by drop metastases of the original IC SFT/
HPC through the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) into the spinal
canal. Until now, only three cases of IC SFT/HPC dis-
semination into the intradural extramedullary space of the

spinal canal have been reported [6, 32, 33]. Although all of
these cases were female, clear predisposing factors for IS
metastatic SFT/HPC have not been identified. In this study,
we presented a male case of IC SFT/HPC with intradural
extramedullary metastasis, suggesting that sex and gender
might not be a determining factor for IS metastasis. The
mechanisms or predisposing factors leading to drop
metastasis in different IC pathologies besides SFT/HPC
have been investigated. Inoue et al. [34] reported that
expression of CD133 may be a putative prognostic bio-
marker to predict IC dissemination of primary spinal cord
astrocytoma. In oligodendroglioma, the proximity to cis-
terns and ventricles facilitated the spread through the CSF
[35]. These reports highlight the rare clinical scenario of the
tumor disseminating in the CSF and developing intradural
drop metastases. The spinal seeding usually represents a
negative event leading to a short survival after diagnosis
(9 months in our case). Therefore, long-term follow-up,
including MRI scans of the whole spine, might be war-
ranted in IC SFT/HPC patients.

A number of next-generation sequencing studies that
compared gene mutations in cancer primaries and metas-
tases have been published in recent years. It is now well
accepted that human cancers have a substantial level of

Fig. 5 a Establishment of the IC
tumor-derived SFT/HPC cell
line, HPC3. After plating,
spindle-shaped HPC3 cells
(passage 4) grew in adherent
monolayers. Bars: 20 μm. b
Immunofluorescence staining of
HPC3 cells cultivated on
coverslips revealed CD34
expression and nuclear positivity
for STAT6. Bars: 10 μm. c
HPC3 cells exhibited anchorage-
independent spheroid growth in
soft agar. Bars: 200 μm. d Grow
curve of HPC3 at different
passages (Passage 2, 4, 8) as
measured by a CCK8 assay. e
Comparison of somatic
mutational profiles of the IC
tumor and HPC3
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intratumoral heterogeneity across multiple human cancer
types [36]. Intratumoral genetic heterogeneity is the mani-
festation of a driving force in cancer genomes for the
emergence of new subclones that have metastatic potential
[37–39]. Zhai et al. [40] identified the spatial organization
of intratumoral heterogeneity and evolutionary trajectories
of metastases in hepatocellular carcinoma. However, the
extent of genetic intratumoral heterogeneity in IC SFT/HPC
and its IS metastatic lesions, as well as the subclonal
architectures specifically associated with the development
of distant metastasis, are largely unknown. In our study, we
observed a morphological discrepancy between IC SFT/

HPC and its IS metastasis (i.e., nuclei morphology and
CD34 marker expression), suggesting their intratumoral
clonality might be different. Consistently, our subclonal
structural analysis revealed a differential subclonal com-
position in IC tumor and IS metastasis. Nevertheless,
similar to the study by Xu et al. [41], we showed that
metastatic tumors harbor unique subclones that are non-
existent in the matched primary tumors. Yet, how the sub-
clonal diversity of tumors changes during metastasis still
remains poorly understood in SFT/HPC during progression.
Considering that the median time to distant metastasis is
eight years for IC SFT/HPC, the metastasis-specific

Fig. 6 a Western blot analysis of the expression of DSTYK in HPC3
control cells and HPC3 cells expressing GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I
mutant. β-actin served as the loading control. b HPC cells were seeded
at a concentration of 1 × 104 cells/200 μl/well into 96-well plates, and
allowed to attach overnight. After 5 days in culture, cell viability was
analyzed by a CCK8 assay. c The wound healing assay using HPC3
cells. The migration of the HPC3 cells to the wound was measured at 0
and 24 h post scratch. The representative fields were photographed.
The relative healing rates were quantified by measuring the gap sizes.

Three different areas in each assay were chosen to measure the dis-
tances of migrating cells to the origin of the wound. Bars: 50 μm. *P <
0.05, M296I versus HPC3, GFP, and WT. d Transwell invasion assays
were performed in HPC3 cells with the following groups: control,
GFP, WT, and M296I. A crystal violet assay (OD570) was conducted to
evaluate cell migration and invasion capability. Bars: 50 μm. All of the
experiments were performed three times, and data are presented as the
mean ± S.D. values. *P < 0.05, M296I versus HPC3, GFP, and WT
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subclone might come from the pre-existing extremely rare
subclone in the IC lesion, or acquire or evolve during the
long-term metastatic process. Therefore, our findings might
reflect the possibility of intratumoral clonal selection or
evolution during the process of SFT/HPC dissemination.

Currently, only few studies have identified histological,
molecular, or genetic features that are associated with SFT/
HPC metastasis. Recently, Kinshow et al. [42] showed that
tumor invasiveness was associated with metastasis and
decreased survival in IC HPC. Kamamoto et al. [43] indi-
cated that programmed cell death ligand-1 expression could
be associated with extracranial metastasis in IC HPC. In this
study, we identified a novel DSTYK mutation (M296I) as a
potential driver of IS metastasis in one HPC case. DSTYK
encodes a dual serine–threonine and tyrosine protein kinase,
which is widely expressed in human tissues, including
brain, spinal cord, pineal, gland, and skin. DSTYK is
composed of two novel N-terminal non-catalytic regions
(NCR1: 1-330aa; NCR2: 331-640aa) that are connected to a
composite, but highly conserved C-terminal PK domain
[44]. DSTYK was thought to be a regulator of apoptosis
(inducer or suppressor) in some cell models [44, 45]. Recent
studies have indicated that DSTYK could be a critical

regulator of genitourinary development, as heterozygous
mutations in DSTYK were identified as a frequent cause of
autosomal dominant congenital anomalies of the kidney and
urinary tract [29, 46, 47]. These loss-of-function mutations
(R29Q, D200G, V210-Q218 Del) mostly occurred in NCR1
rather than PK domain, suggesting that the NCR1 domain
might be crucial in regulating the catalytic activity of the PK
domain. Our cellular function analysis based on a HPC3
cell model showed that the DSTYK M296I mutation further
promoted cell migration and transwell invasion of HPC3
cells compared to the HP3 cells with the WT. Given the fact
that the DSTYK M296I mutation was also located in the
NCR1 domain, we proposed the DSTYK M296I mutation
to be an activating mutation. However, the downstream
signaling activated by the DSTYK mutation during metas-
tasis still awaits further investigation.

ERK1/2 signaling plays a critical role in the progression
and metastasis of cancer cells [48, 49]. Recent studies
revealed that DSTYK could serve as a positive regulator of
ERK1/2 phosphorylation downstream of fibroblast growth
factor stimulation in HEK293T cells [29]. However, it still
remains unclear whether this DSTYK mutation could
aberrantly activate ERK1/2 to promote metastasis in HPC3

Fig. 7 a Western blot analysis of the protein levels of DSTYK, p-
ERK1/2, and ERK1/2 in the IC and IS tumor lysates. β-actin served as
the loading control. b Western blot analysis of the protein levels of p-
ERK1/2 and ERK1/2 in HPC3 control cells and HPC3 cells expressing
GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I mutant. β-actin served as the loading
control. c AZD6244 treatment attenuated p-ERK1/2 protein levels in
HPC3 cells expressing GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I mutant. HPC3
cells were treated with solvent (DMSO) or AZD6244 (100 nM) for 24

h, and the cell lysates were collected for western blot analysis. β-actin
served as the loading control. d A wound healing assay with HPC3
cells treated with AZD6244. *P < 0.05, solvent control (DMSO) ver-
sus AZD6244 in the WT or M296I group. e Transwell invasion assay
with HPC3 cells treated with AZD6244. All of the experiments were
performed three times, and data are presented as the mean ± SD values.
*P < 0.05, solvent control (DMSO) versus AZD6244 in the WT or
M296I group
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cells. Indeed, we observed a markedly higher level of p-
ERK1/2 in the IS tumor than in IC tumor, which prompted
us to look into the role of the DSTYK mutation in activating
ERK1/2 signaling. We showed that constitutive expression
of the DSTYK M296I mutation led to hyperactivated
ERK1/2 signaling compared to the WT and GFP control,
confirming the gain-of-function role of the M296I mutant.
Treatment with the MEK/ERK inhibitor, AZD6244, atte-
nuated p-ERK1/2 levels and suppressed the mutant-driven
cell migration and transwell invasion in HPC3 cells. These
results suggested that the effect of the DSTYK mutation on
cell migration and invasion might be mediated by ERK1/
2 signaling. MMPs are a family of proteolytic enzymes that
degrade multiple components of the extracellular matrix. A
large body of experimental and clinical evidence has
implicated MMPs (especially MMP2/9) in tumor invasion,
angiogenesis, and metastasis [50, 51]. We showed that the
DSTYK mutation upregulated the expression of MMP2/9
compared to WT or GFP control, suggesting that HPC cells
harboring the DSTYK mutation might be highly invasive
and prone to metastasize. Furthermore, the high expression
of MMP2/9 induced by the DSTYK mutation could be
inhibited by the MEK/ERK inhibitor AZD6244. Therefore,
our findings might unveil the novel function of this DSTYK

activating mutation in promoting tumor metastasis through
ERK1/2 and MMP2/9 signaling in this SFT/HPC case.

Aggressive tumor cell behavior is associated with a high
risk of extracranial metastasis, and, as such, it is important
to recognize this rare form of disease progression to deter-
mine appropriate treatments for SFT/HPC. Our study
revealed the potential role of a DSTYK mutation in the
regulation of IS metastasis of SFT/HPC, which might pro-
vide new biological insights into this rare disease.
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Fig. 8 a Western blot analysis of the protein levels of MMP2/9 in the
IC and IS tumor lysates. β-actin served as the loading control. b
Western blot analysis of the protein levels of MMP2/9 in HPC3
control cells and HPC3 cells expressing GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I
mutant. β-actin served as the loading control. c ELISA analysis of the
levels of MMP2/9 in HPC3 culture supernatant. *P < 0.05, M296I
versus GFP and WT. d AZD6244 treatment reduced MMP2/9 protein
levels in HPC3 cells expressing GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I mutant.

HPC3 cells were treated with AZD6244 (100 nM) or solvent control
(DMSO) for 24 h, and cell lysates were collected for analysis via
western blot. β-actin served as the loading control. e AZD6244
treatment attenuated the secretion of MMP2/9 in HPC3 cells expres-
sing GFP, DSTYK WT, or M296I mutant. HPC3 cells were treated
with DMSO or AZD6244 (100 nM) for 24 h, and the culture super-
natant was collected for ELISA analysis. *P < 0.05, solvent control
(DMSO) versus AZD6244 in the WT or M296I group
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